Fight Snowballed

TROY L. JOHNSON

Coleman and Bryant Residence Halls were responsible for starting a snowball fight Sunday February 26, at 12:30 a.m. that ended with the Babson Police calling Wellesley Police for assistance.

The incident started in front of Coleman Hall with Bryant storming Coleman. In response, the boys of Coleman came out in full force to retaliate. The incident continued for twenty minutes ending when both parties headed for North.

North and a few Publisher residents joined in the fight. At which time, the boys charged Forest. During the charge, a group stopped to pelt the Babson Police Doherty Gatehouse with snow. The balance of the group continued to Forest Hall.

Within minutes, two Babson cruisers, the Babson "Disaster Vehicle" and four Wellesley cruisers were enroute to the scene in response to Babson's plea to the town for "crowd control assistance.

With the arrival of the forces the students fled. As the students ran, the Babson Police were overheard screaming obscenities and vulgar comments to the students.

Police surrounded the campus, and continued to give chase to students on foot through residence halls. In the course of the chase, a Babson police officer was seen driving over slick embankments surrounding the Knight Lot furtheing the chase to students who were on foot.

With chase being given, students scattered back to their rooms, and the police withdrew without having made an arrest.

Quote of the Week

"Even though the cops had to be called, it was one of the best attended school events we've had."

- Fred E. Gantzler III, addressing Student Government

Beers, Bones and Bongs Confiscated

TROY L. JOHNSON

Over the course of the February 25-26 weekend, there were three separate incidents in which Babson Police confiscated marijuana or marijuana paraphernalia.

On February 25, at 2:29 am, the Babson Police received a complaint about the noise level at Park Manor North. Upon entering the building, the officers discovered the odor of marijuana coming from one of the rooms.

Upon entering the room, Babson Police found three individuals with open containers of alcohol. Also in plain view was a pipe with marijuana residue. The resident of the room was advised of his rights, and he consented to having his room searched. In the search, nine cans of beer, one bong, cigarette papers, a marijuana cigarette and a box of marijuana seeds were seized.

The next night, February 26, saw two marijuana incidents in Coleman Hall. On the third floor of Coleman South Babson Police arrived to break up a unauthorized party. While on the floor, they observed a bottle of vodka, beer cans, and a student brushing what was later identified as marijuana off of a desk. Also taken from the room by the Babson Police was a pipe, a reach clip and cigarette papers.

The last incident of the night resulted in an arrest. Responding to a loud music complaint in Coleman North, Babson Police found a bag of marijuana. Another was found in the pocket of Louis Robinson, a nonstudent, and he was placed under arrest.

Associate Dean of Students Joseph Ford was contacted Wednesday by the Babson Free Press. Dean Ford does not believe the level of drugs on campus is on the rise.

Along with the above incidents, the Babson Police Log also indicates that isolated cases of alcohol abuse occurred over the weekend. This included the confiscation of an ID, keys, and a cce belonging to an intoxicated student driving erratically on Map Hill Drive on Friday morning.

On Saturday evening, several students were ejected from the hockey game for yelling obscenities, their ID's were confiscated and the incidents were referred to Student Affairs. Also in the log was a report of an intoxicated student picked up staggering on Route 135 early Sunday morning.

The student's ID was taken and he was transported to the Health Center.
NEWS SUMMARY

International

Nelson Mandela has instructed his wife, black activist Winnie, to refrain from making statements about the controversy that has erupted over the 14-year-old black, allegedly beaten by her bodyguards. They met at a Cape Town prison, where he is serving a life term for plotting to overthrow South Africa’s government.

Afghan guerrillas claimed that more than 10,000 of Kabul’s soldiers have deserted and joined the rebel movement. The guerrillas also said the army troops surrendered large quantities of arms during recent fighting in Afghanistan.

U.S. officials said a plane carrying relief supplies to Nicaraguan rebels in Honduras crashed Saturday near Guayacuba. All nine people on the aircraft, three Nicaraguans and six Hondurans, were presumed killed.

Iran’s Khomenei endorsed improved relations with the Soviet Union to help combat the “devilish” West. The Ayatollah’s overtures to the Kremlin came during an hour-long meeting in Tehran with Soviet Foreign Minister Shevardnadze, who was nearing the end of a 10-day tour of the Middle East. Shevardnadze is due to return to Moscow today.

Poland’s Communist authorities detained more than 100 activists over the weekend and ordered a crackdown on public demonstrations. The move came after anti-Communist groups, opposed to Solidarity’s talks with Warsaw, clashed with police in Krakow.

An offer for SSAC, at $33 a share, was launched by a group led by Malaysian investor Vincent Tan. SSAC has already agreed to another offer.

Bush travelled to South Korea, the final stop on his five-day tour of Asia. He urged Seoul to do more about its trade surplus with the U.S.

Federal mediators recommended a 12-day shutdown of a West Virginia coal mine because of a dispute over back pay. The miners walked out in 1985 over a dispute over health care.

Ford Motor Vice Chairman William Clay Ford will soon take early retirement. The move will leave the auto maker without a Ford family member in a high-ranking post for the first time in its history.

Democrat Senator Nunn of Georgia accused Tower of using knowledge gained as an arms negotiator to profit as a consultant to defense contractors.

Two Liz Claiborne founders, Elisabeth Claiborne Ortenberg and Arthur Ortenberg, will retire in June from top roles at the apparel maker.

The University of Maryland, College Park campus during their recent Rape Awareness Week. Buildings on campus became bearers of anti-rape messages such as “Myth: she asked for it” and “Rape is violence and control.” None of the organizers of the week’s events are aware of anyone responsible for the graffiti.

University of Texas, Arlington police don’t take American Express, but they will begin accepting MasterCard and Visa. Chief Wayne Gay said recently that the police department will allow students to charge their parking fines. “We are in a credit card world,” he said. “Anything that has to be paid off can be done with a credit card.”

This Summary has been compiled from The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, The Boston Globe, and U.
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma are sponsoring a raffle to aid the victims of the earthquake that hit Armenia December 7th, 1988. This terrible tragedy not only wiped out villages in Armenia but also took the lives of an estimated 100,000 people as well as seriously injuring tens of thousands and leaving a half a million people homeless. All of the money raised by Kappa will go to the Armenian Assemblage, a non-profit organization that will in turn send the funds directly to Armenia.

The sisters will be selling raffle tickets at $1 each and their goal is to raise $1,000. Prizes include: a semester pass to the Babson Recreation Center, Xenazine, Nauti-lus, and Aerobics facilities, five large cheese pizzas from Domino's, free membership to Webster Video, two $50 cash prizes, as well as gift certificates to Belacanto, White Mountain, Truly Yogurt, Nike Wellesley, and Newton Lower Falls Liquor Store. The raffle tickets will be sold in Trim and In Residence halls from February 27th through March 8th.

Kappa will be sponsoring a pub night on March 8th and the prizes will be drawn at this time. Please “Reach Out” with Kappa and help these people rebuild their lives.

TROY L. JOHNSON

In a surprise announcement, President Solomita stated at the February 28 Student Government meeting the question of salary rates for the Executive Board shall be raised once again. After having discussed the issue, received feedback and voted on the issue, President Solomita will seek to have the issue re-opened at next week’s Student Government meeting to afford students another chance to voice their opinions before the body and to their delegates.

The Babson Gay and Lesbian Friends Society continues to receive Student Government funding despite the fact that they have not sent a representative to any of the Student Government Cabinet meetings.

The Babson Chamber of Commerce, Save the Globe and Alpha Kappa Psi have had their funding revoked for missing two meetings since the academic year. President Solomita and Vice President Giordano explain the BGLFS is “special” because their administration adviser, Carole Warsh has stayed in close contact with the Executive Board of Student Government. BGLFS received $73.50 this week for guest speakers.

Also discussed was what the Student Government should do with the money they have received from the Board of Trustees for a shuttle to the MBTA. Originally, because of a request by students for a 7 shuttle, the student activities fee were raised. Now that the body has the funds, they have voted down such a proposal and are debating whether or not to spend the money on Spring Weekend. Other ideas include using the money to provide spectator buses to off campus sporting events.

The issue of who should conduct elections for Student Government representatives in the residence halls continued at last week’s meeting. While currently this function is supposed to be handled by the two honor societies on campus, Student Government seeks to transfer this power to Residential Life if such a proposal meets with the Director of Residential Life, Valeria Caso’s approval.

The student Government speaker at this week’s Student Government meeting was Director of Student Activities Jeffrey Steimmler. Mr. Steimmler informed the assembly that a consulting corporation has been hired by the college to perform a quality of life survey. Next week, the survey which should take ten to fifteen minutes to complete will be mailed with an explanatory letter to every student. Student Activities requests that every student take the time to return the form.

TANYA CURTIS

Since the beginning of this semester Horn Computer Center has made available to students a laser printer. Due to the incredibly high demand, last semester, for laser printouts and the limited time for student aides to fulfill all requests, it was determined that providing a hands on laser printer would alleviate many pressures on the students and the student aides.

As always, there are some policies students need to abide by:

The laser printer is located in Lab #2. Horn Computer Center provides regular 8 1/2 X 11 white paper for the printer. If you are using your own paper, please print one sheet at a time, so as not to jam the printer.

The computer will only print out Microsoft Word files. The extensive amount of time required to print out Harvard Graphics, which would limit the availability of the printer, was the reason for limiting the software packages available.

Please print only one copy of a document and limit resume printouts to ten copies. Be considerate of others waiting to use the printer: they also have deadlines to meet.

Anything else that you should need printed, Academic Computing Services will be happy to ensure that it gets printed in the student aide room within twenty four hours.

Should you have any questions concerning the laser printer, ask a student aide or you can read the directions posted.

They are happy to provide you with hands on use of a laser printer, provided that you use it carefully. If there are any problems with this expensive and delicate machine, it will be removed from the labs.

Ed. note: Tanya Curtis is a User Support Specialist with Academic Computing Services.
by Bob Collins
Staff Writer

The Wall Street Journal reported last week the retirement of entrepreneurs. Bab-son and and established the apparel maker as a well respected designer in the industry. The retirement will take effect in June.

Ford Motor Company Vice President and Ford also announced his early retirement at age 64. The company will not have a Ford family member in a high-ranking executive post for the first time in its history. In June, the board of the company's powerful finance business, Ford Motor Credit, will lose its only living grandson of founder Henry Ford. who in 1990's will be profound. As you know women are deluging the work place, they are playing an increasingly influential consumer spending. For example, you might find 56% of all new car purchases in the U.S. and they strongly influence 40% of the rest of the male buyers.

Those of you who wish to emulate your income statements will be the bane of the newspapers to themselves to this new market. One such company who is leading the pack is Sharper Image. No longer are advertisers able to reach customers on daytime TV, instead direct mailers are stealing market share. Sharper Image's mail order magazine is a leading example.

One trend that is expected to continue is the growth of video tapes. Companies will be able to market their wares to consumers who can lease to view them at home on their own television, as often as they like, then simply place their credit cards in the mail order form. Another trend is the increase in cellular phones to an (800) number.

Many corporations are cutting their employees these days by investing in their well being. The way to a healthier executive is through company fitness programs. Healthy employees are more efficient and the cost savings are phenomenal. Incidentally, Better Homes and Gardens released this fitness formula: in order to lower your risk of heart disease, multiply your weight by 1.8 and then burn off that many calories a day through exercise.

One last tip from Bourdon. Reports on the subject of time management. If you have trouble deciding how to spend your free time, ask yourself "Would I spend money to pay me to do this?"

control 40% of the company's voting stock. With Ford's retirement announced, there are two family members left, both of them are sons of Ford Jr. 31, and his nephew, Edsel B. Ford Jr., 40, a graduate of Babson College.

midst of a recession. The Wall Street Journal reported last week that nearly 50% of all companies, including Ford, will not have a Ford family member in a high-ranking executive post for the first time in its history. In June, the board of the company's powerful finance business, Ford Motor Credit, will lose its only living grandson of founder Henry Ford. who in 1990's will be profound. As you know women are deluging the work place, they are playing an increasingly influential consumer spending. For example, you might find 56% of all new car purchases in the U.S. and they strongly influence 40% of the rest of the male buyers.

Those of you who wish to emulate your income statements will be the bane of the newspapers to themselves to this new market. One such company who is leading the pack is Sharper Image. No longer are advertisers able to reach customers on daytime TV, instead direct mailers are stealing market share. Sharper Image's mail order magazine is a leading example.

One trend that is expected to continue is the growth of video tapes. Companies will be able to market their wares to consumers who can lease to view them at home on their own television, as often as they like, then simply place their credit cards in the mail order form. Another trend is the increase in cellular phones to an (800) number.

Many corporations are cutting their employees these days by investing in their well being. The way to a healthier executive is through company fitness programs. Healthy employees are more efficient and the cost savings are phenomenal. Incidentally, Better Homes and Gardens released this fitness formula: in order to lower your risk of heart disease, multiply your weight by 1.8 and then burn off that many calories a day through exercise.

One last tip from Bourdon. Reports on the subject of time management. If you have trouble deciding how to spend your free time, ask yourself "Would I spend money to pay me to do this?"

control 40% of the company's voting stock. With Ford's retirement announced, there are two family members left, both of them are sons of Ford Jr. 31, and his nephew, Edsel B. Ford Jr., 40, a graduate of Babson College.
Learn How to do Your Own Computerized Literature Searches

Horn Library is offering access to knowledge index (KI) which allows you to search over 65 different subject databases at greatly reduced costs, after 6:00pm and on weekends. KI allows you to print or download bibliographic citations to articles in various types of journals. You may search KI in a simple menu-driven mode or a more sophisticated Command-driven mode. In order to search KI in the Command mode you must be trained. Contact the Horn Library Reference Staff or x4596.

Lost and Found

The Lost and Found is located in the Student Activities Office. If you lose something you might find it there.

Ways and Means Committee

Do you want to have more input in where your student government money is allocated? If you feel you would like to play a more active role in these decisions, the Ways and Means Committee is the solution for you. Applications are available in the Student Activities Office. They are due March 24, 1989. For more information, call Jackie Giordano, V.P. Finance, Student Government, x4799.

Financial Aid Deadlines

March 1 - 89/90 application deadline.
March 15 - Summer 1989 application deadline.
Funds may not be available for applications received after these dates.

Big Brother Big Sister

The Department of Social Services in conjunction with Babson College is sponsoring a Big Brother/Big Sister program throughout the academic year. Any interested students who are willing to volunteer 2 to 4 hours a week to work with a youngster from the local area should contact Bill Marani at x4663 or Box 2553.

Movie Passes

Movie passes for Showcase Cinema and General Cinema are available in the Student Activities Office for $3.50 each.

BGLFA

The Babson Gay Lesbian and Friends Alliance will now be meeting on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each month at 5pm in the health center conference meeting room.

Scholarships

Rotary Foundation

Scholarships of $15,000 for undergraduate and graduate students who plan to study abroad for one year. Application deadline is March 31, 1989.

From Maine?

The Blaine House Scholars Program is offering interest-free loans to graduates of Maine high schools who are now attending college. Contact the Office of Financial Aid for more information.

Democratic State Committee

Two awards will be given to Massachusetts residents who have either political campaign experience or a commitment to the study of American politics. Application deadline is April 1, 1989. For more information, contact the Office of Financial Aid.

Rhode Island Accounting Major?

The Carl W. Christiansen scholarships are awarded to students from Rhode Island who plan to join the accounting profession. The application deadline is March 3, 1989. For more information, contact the Office of Financial Aid.

Communications Major?

The Publicity Club of Boston will be awarding the William M. Cavanaugh Memorial Scholarship to a junior communications major. Applications are due by March 13, 1989. For more information, contact the Office of Financial Aid.

DO YOU PREPARE THOROUGHLY FOR PRESENTATIONS BUT FREEZE WHEN YOU FACE THE AUDIENCE?

Make an appointment at the Speech Resource Center!
Open Tuesdays and Thursdays 2:00 - 5:30. Come by Horn 202 to sign up for an appointment or call Ext. 5294.

Financial Aid Calendar

March 1 - 89/90 Babson Financial Aid Application deadline
March 15 - Summer School Financial Aid Application deadline
April 15 - Copies of parents' and students' federal income tax returns due in Office of Financial Aid
June 1 - Stafford Loan application deadline

Be a Life - Saver!

CPR & Heimlich Maneuver $8 fee. 1 PE credit / 3 hour class American Heart Association Instructors Call Health Services x4257.

Babson Players

There are still a few spots available for anyone interested in being in our production of A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum. Please contact Steve Connelly x4978. Anyone interested in being part of the production crew, from advertising and promotion to props, please contact Patrick Penn x5157. We are also looking for musicians.

CareerVision

CareerVision Magazine provides fast-paced, pro-vocative articles on the current job scene. Student will receive the magazine free of charge and find it inserted in their on-campus mailbox.

IN ROADS

Chandra Harrington, District Manager of the recruitment agency IN ROADS, will be coming to Babson College. IN ROADS provides paid summer internships for Native American, Black and Hispanic students. IN ROADS - this Thursday (March 2) at 6:00 PM in Trim 203-204.

Can't Be Yourself???

Does peer pressure, confusion about your sexuality or the feeling of isolation bother you? Do you need a place to turn for support and information? Then come hear Jim Sellers and Carolyn Dillon discuss these various issues with the Babson Gay and Lesbian Alliance, Tuesday, February 28th, at 8pm, in the Health Center conference room.

TIPS Course

The TIPS certification course will be held on Wednesday, March 8th, from 6 to 10 pm, in Trim 205. Application can be obtained in the Student Activities Office.
PHOTO ESSAY

What issue(s) would you like to see discussed during Student Elections?

Tim Brown
"How about a new Alcohol Policy?"

Kevin Gray
"How can we cut down the line at Trim?"

Candace Wright
"More parking, less ticketing, no towing, and a bank machine."

Paul Bellucci
"I'd like to see more school spirit!"

Brendan McCarthy
"Keeping BABO out of our residence halls unless they're needed."

Shawn Crowley
"Parking?"

CLUB CORNER

What is so nostalgic about the 60's? Find out tonight when the Programming Board presents 60's Rock: When the Music Mattered. The walking encyclopedia of American music. Through all of the good and bad times associated with this decade, it was the music that brought people together and sometimes tore them apart. The political turmoil, the social upheaval, the Hippie movement, the Vietnam War, and the generation gap were all reflected in the popular music of the day. The program will take place in the Fo'c'sle tonight at 7:00. Admission is $1 with a Babson ID and $3 for guests. The sisters of Sigma Kappa are making waves Friday night with their first annual beach party. It all takes place from 9 to 11 in the Fo'c'sle.

Admission is free, so put your shorts on and practice your limbo! Grab your raffle tickets and head over to the Pub Wednesday night. The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma are sponsoring a Pub night - the highlight of which will be the drawing of prizes associated with their campaign to help the earthquake victims of Armenia. It all starts at 6 o'clock with the drawing being held at 7.

On Wednesday March 8th the brothers of Zeta Beta Tau have asked me to remind all you guys that there will not be a Thursday night barbecue this week. Better luck next time!

The Primary elections for Student Government Officers will be taking place March 7th and 8th in Hollister. These elections will determine who will make it to the formal elections, so your vote is important!

Circle K would like to thank everyone who helped out with their successful Valentine Candygram fundraiser, which raised money for the Kiwanis Pediatric Trauma Institute. Congratulations are also extended to their newly elected officers: Dawn Gagliardi, President; Jim Jenny and Mike Kahler, Vice Presidents; Todd Rainer, Secretary; and Rich Attenberg, Treasurer.

EVENTS?

Send them to Box 140
Advice Questioned

Dear Sir:

As an undergraduate student, I am very disappointed to hear the advice that the newly formed Diversity Task Force has given to the first case. If future advice of this nature continues, the committee may not receive any letters.

In reading about "Dear Diversity," and its goals, I was initially very impressed with its objective. Issues of a cultural, racial or sexual nature are serious in their own right. When women in the case were upset about what I believe to be an important conversation, the Task Force should have taken seriously this conversation. When women are upset about what I think to be a serious conversation, the Task Force should have been more concerned.

To the staff that labored so hard on this issue, as all others, a hearty thank you. Without each of you, there would be no issue to read today. An even more hearty thank you to our printer who stood by and watched our chaos for hours.

Even with our going back to twenty pages next week, the Free Press is in need of your help. If you are interested in writing or typing, please contact us at 239-4229.

Thank you for your understanding.

Sincerely,

Troy L. Johnson
Editor-in-Chief

---

Ease Up Babo!

Dear Sir:

I couldn't help but laugh out loud of my gourd when I saw the first of four Wellesley Police cruisers on our campus late Sunday night. I thought to myself, "I wonder if they're on campus for, it must be something really important," but I thought the answer was BBZZZZZ. It was for us!

What had been a small intramural snowball fight had demanded the attention of most of Babo's fleet, including our expensive and useful (yeah!) 4x4 "Disaster Vehicle," as well as backup from the town of Wellesley.

As many of you already know from the news going around campus these past few days, the snowball fight was a long, cold, fun, but most of all uniting event. Believe it or not, we may have found an awesome alternative for a party that doesn't require alcohol, as long as we can avoid another interim policy (i.e. Interim Snowball Policy).

I mean come on, seriously! Some of our professors and administrators, who have loved to see how quickly, efficiently and effectively we organized parties to raid other dorms (causing minimal, IFF ANY, damage I may add, proving that we can apply Babo-learned skills to everyday life!

I also have to say that Sunday night, as well as both previous nights, BABO was getting just slightly (?) hung-oh about their role as protectors on our campus. Between the ejection of a handful of people from the largest attended Babo hockey game last Saturday night for high-reading BABO kind of deemed "offensive," and the overly aggressive attitude of the police officers attempting to disband the crowd of "snowballers" telling us to "grow up" and showering us with obscenities, it makes me wonder if those officers ever had a second of fun while growing up. I guess the point I'm trying to get across is obvious: EASSE UP BABO!

Many people worked extremely hard to get that many Babo fans down to the hockey game, and to see them yanked for yelling and cheering words at our Beavers seems to be absolutely asinine and intolerable. If you want to set an example, you should have yanked the whole crowd for yelling "obscenities," for by removing just a few of them at random, everyone became even more heated up! As for the snowball incident, Babo prides itself on being a highly competitive school, well to update you on current events, sometimes highly competitive students need to unwind, and the snowball fight seemed to be a perfect means to do so. And by the way BABO, please don't come through in the clutch again if we're behaving like good little children - you really didn't have to do a floor-by-floor search of Bryant Hall two nights in a row to find the "snowball culprits"; does harassment ring a bell?

Tell me, how dangerous is a snowball fight (and no wimpy excuses like "You can get your eye poked out")? It's not like we're going to kill anybody, BABO! Do us all a favor, let us have some FUN! Really, tell me, was this the last time you saw a snowball fight demand the attention of all four police officers??? You already penalize us for parking where we don’t, drinking where we can't, and partying where we do!! Wake-up, get real, and please, for everyone's sake, mellow-out.

Sincerely,

Erik Dubock

---
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Thomas was the second person in his family to attend college, unlike the first who tried and failed, he was determined to succeed. From an inner city high school and a tradition in which his friends called anyone who studied too hard a "nerd", Thomas was delighted to get on with what he came to Babson to do—study and earn that degree.

He had met his roommate, Bradley Sinclair at freshman orientation. Brad was from a distinguished family with a long history of college graduates. (Even Brad's gardener had college degrees and the owner of the gardening service had an MBA from Babson.) In fact Brad explained to Thomas that that was how Brad learned of Babson in the first place. The gardener had told Brad that coming to Babson was a nice conservative school and a good way to get away from all that annoying grass.

"Campus Mail Box 88"
1. Take down the flag and explain to Brad that Thomas did not like the color scheme in their room.
2. Explain to Brad what that flag symbolizes to him and why it should be taken down.
3. Call the Dean and ask for a transfer to a new room.
4. (Fill in your own suggestion).
5. Drive Brad to the inner city and ask him to walk two blocks waving the flag, and see what happens.

Thomas and Brad hit it off well at ordination and when school started, their friendship was becoming solidified. All was well until mid March. That was the day when Thomas returned to the dorm room and opened his bedroom door. Brad had somehow managed to acquire a "real heirloom"—a genuine, shell-torn replica of the Confederate Flag.

When Brad looked at the confederate flag he saw joyful memories of a tour through the United States South with his friend Dixie Cup Perkins. The Flag was on sale at a fill-up station somewhere north of Mobile and south of Oak Ridge. It was a good buy at $18.65. When Thomas looked at that flag (and he could not avoid seeing it since it stood between his bed and the nearest lavatory) he was filled with emotional rage and self-doubt. This was the symbol of native oppression that made inner city existence explainable if not tolerable. For a black American this was what he was told to expect at a suburb, genteel college. And more than this, he could not concentrate on his studies as he was always reminded of that streetcorner refrain, "You'll be back because your black!"

With finals only a week away and Brad talking endlessly about Dixie Cup and their newly-minted love, Thomas began to slip dangerously behind in his course work and deep into despair. He decided it was time to act. Finally, Thomas wrote his letter to "Dear Diversity", c/o The Free Press and asked the great sage of manners, morals and social sensibility what he should do. Diversity's advice was...

If you have an experience you would like to share, you can write to "Campus Mail Box 88" or call "Voice Mail" number 239-5865 about any situation which you have experienced on this campus. CONFIDENTIALITY WILL BE MAINTAINED. If you wish to discuss your experience with someone, please mention this request in your communication. Your messages and letters will be reviewed by an individual who is not a member of the Babson Community so that the confidential process will be maintained.

By sharing your experiences at Babson College, you will help the whole community learn and grow. It could raise awareness and help protect someone from undergoing a similar experience.

ASAP

Do yourself a favor. File your taxes now and file accurately.
If you need help doing your taxes, call or visit your local IRS office.

Make your taxes less taxing.
Do them ASAP.

A Public Service of This Publication & Ad Council Internal Revenue Service
CANDIDATE’S NIGHT

Tad Putney
President

With every new year, there is a potential. I want to turn next year’s students and administration into a real reality. Among other things, the coming school year will be marked by the arrival of a new college President. I am confident that I will be able to work closely with the new President on various issues and bring new blood to the Board of Directors by, for example, encouraging the President to call me in as a member of the Board. Trimm on a regular basis. Next year will also bring with it a number of talented athletic teams. It is the fact, along with the opening of the new gymnasium that brings the potential for increased school spirit. It is my firm belief that with the cohesive and spirited senior class of next year leading by example, coupled with the three energetic and enthusiastic younger classes, there is no reason in the world for support and assistance to athletic events cannot increase dramatically. Officially with the right leadership.

In terms of leadership, I consider myself to be committed, enthusiastic, and non-nonsense. It is that kind of leader that the school needs. Current Student Government Representatives have complained to me about repetitively discussing the same issues over and over. That won’t happen with Tad Putney as President. Many students feel an increase in activity is needed at Babson. That will be reversed with a spirited Tad Putney as President. Student Affairs complaints about the amount of time it spends fundraising in the Credit Union earning interest, I shall talk to the right person. Ken Dana, all funds in the student’s bank. If the students at Babson College are interested in one thing, which is real, I shall talk to the right person. I promise to try to meet their needs. The President can only accomplish this by following the avenues that should be traveled in seeking answers for the students questions, and I feel with my experience at Babson I can accomplish the job. To make Babson College the best, I need to work together. Through unity, hard work, and support, we will make Babson a better place.

For the president to be an effective voice of the student body, the president must be accessible and approachable. The best way for the students to be regarded and heard, is to go directly to the president and voice your thoughts and opinions. I want you to come to me and express your feelings on issues. As I have demonstrated in the past 2 years as a Student Government member, my ideas and opinions need to be heard. I am dedicated and committed to Student Government issues and its potential for changing the quality of life here at Babson College. Next year, entails a number of new challenges for campus life. A new school president, the new Pepsi Pavilion and a new residential life system will, all have a tremendous affect on campus life. I would like to take advantage of these new circumstances for the benefit of all students. I would schedule meetings, with the new president once every week to discuss student issues and what the president and myself can accomplish. The new Pepsi Pavilion will greatly improve student life on campus, but only if we take advantage of it. I have some great ideas to work with the executive board. For example, I would like to use the pavilion for big concerts, with big name bands and would also like to see a school-wide olympics take place between classes. But that is only one person’s opinion. I would want to hear what you have to say. I want to be the voice of the students, knowing that things will get better with a strong leader and a strong executive board. Therefore, when running for President, I ask you to consider James Sfornas, dedication and team leadership that will work for you.

Kevin A. Richardson
President

My name is Kevin Richardson and I am running for the office of President. I have been interested in Student Government since my freshman year where I was selected by my peers in North to serve as a representative in the Student Government every Tuesday night. As a sophomore, I was selected by my peers to serve as a member of the Board of Directors and later on, I became President. Through these experiences, I have come to understand the importance of the Student Government, and I believe Kevin Richardson, feels as though I can effectively communicate and work with others.

Think of Student Government President. What comes to mind? A strong leader, a representative of the student body, a liaison between the administration and the student body, and a team player. More importantly, what does Student Government represent? It is a forum for student ideas. But this requires a strong executive board with team player attitudes. I would work with the administration in order to get faster feedback as events unfold. A strong president with a team player strategy, who can effectively manage the executive board will prove most effective.

James F. Sfornas
President

James F. Sfornas
Representative

I am here drafting this letter for you, the student body, hoping to show you that I am a qualified candidate to be a president. The question is who is best qualified? My leadership roles at Babson include a Student Government representative for the past two years, and a Steering Committee officer for the class of 1991. With these credentials, I'd like to bring to the Student Government new ideas, and once elected, new leadership.

I see the administration and the student body becoming more segregated with each advisory decision. We began with a new Alcohol Policy, and now we are forced to accept Residential Life Restructuring. I am an advocate of change, but felt that all leadership roles at Babson include a Student Government representative for the past two years, and a Steering Committee officer for the class of 1991. With these credentials, I'd like to bring to the Student Government new ideas, and once elected, new leadership.

I see the administration and the student body becoming more segregated with each advisory decision. We began with a new Alcohol Policy, and now we are forced to accept Residential Life Restructuring. I am an advocate of change, but felt that all leadership roles at Babson include a Student Government representative for the past two years, and a Steering Committee officer for the class of 1991. With these credentials, I'd like to bring to the Student Government new ideas, and once elected, new leadership.
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My name is Alyssa Kelehan and I am running for the office of Executive Vice President. My current involvement in Student Government has made me aware of the responsibilities of this position. This office not only demands enthusiasm, dedication, and organization, but also a drive to achieve positive results. Without question, education is the primary focus of Student Government. The Committee on the Student Faculty Relations and the Committee on Student Life are crucial in this regard. Student Government is the bridge between the students and the administration. As Executive Vice President, I would readily be willing to take on these responsibilities in order to fulfill the needs of this office.

As a junior, the last three years have given me an opportunity to become actively involved in a number of student organizations. My freshman year, I was one of the founding students of the Peer Advisory Program, an effort to create more awareness of the academic and educational aspects of college life. My sophomore year, as a Student Advisor, I enjoyed assisting incoming freshmen become acquainted with Babson's policies, academic as well as general campus life. Currently, as a member of Sigma Alpha Omicron, I hold the position of Vice President, which has given me a strong public service and club affiliation. As Student Government Sponsor Publicity Advisor, I have worked on a number of different projects, such as organi

John E. DeVine
Executive VP

The Executive Vice President of Student Government is a position of leadership and great responsibility. It is important to hold this office, and to fulfill all the necessary obligations of this position. The Babson Executive Vice President is not just a one day weekly commitment, but a daily commitment to Student Government, but a 7 day job. Some may ask what are the qualifications for Executive Vice President. These qualifications are the qualities that are necessary for this position to be a student and someone who is willing to make a full commitment to Babson and its community. He should also be a person who makes things happen; not a person who lets things happen as well as someone who is able to communicate well with the student body and the administration.

This past year, the executive board of Student Government has worked very hard and all of the pieces are in place to make Babson a great place socially. We as the Babson Community can either go to 40 or 50 parties forward, it's up to the voting public to decide which way we go. By voting for John E. DeVine (Embro) for Executive Vice President, you are guaranteed to go in the positive direction.

In the past two years I have been very involved in the Babson Community and helped to make things happen which are beneficial to all. At this time I belong to numerous organizations, such as national organization, Circle K, the Black Student Organization, the tennis team, and the executive board of the Finance & Investment Society of Class '91. I have been extremely active in all of these organizations, and should see several executive board candidates on their best behavior.

My name is Vance Miller and I am running for Executive Vice-President of the Student Government. I am very excited about this position and feel my qualifications are high. Currently, I am a Sophomore, I am a Resident Assistant and a Business Administration CoChairman of the Class of '91. I have been involved in leadership positions my entire life and have always fared very successfully with my performance. The positions I hold now have prepared me with the necessary leadership skills needed of an Executive Vice-Presiding. In the past year I have worked very closely with the President and in the future I look forward to working very closely with the executive board. I believe that the election will be a very good learning experience for the executive board. Vance Miller

Experience, Dedication, and Desire. I am running for Executive Vice President of Student Government and I possess the aforementioned qualities that I think are necessary for a successful 1989-90 school year. I have been an involved student government representative more than able to represent the students for whom I was elected. As the year progressed it became apparent to me that I had the ability to hold an executive office for the benefit of myself as well as for my fellow students. I am willing to dedicate the necessary time to make next year spectacular. It is the job of the Executive Vice President to work closely with the president and to monitor to do both. I ask you for your endorsement and vote in the upcoming election in support of my bid to be the next Executive Vice President of Student Government.
My name is Ed Polli and I am running for Vice President of Finance.

V.P. Finance is one of the most important positions within the Student Government. As the supervisor of the ways and means committee, I control all Student Government funds. Therefore, it is obvious that we need someone in this position who shows the organization and leadership qualities to control these funds. After all this money is managed, this is your money being put to work for you.

Craig L. Wilson
VP Finance

V.P. Finance is one of the most important positions within the Student Government. As the supervisor of the ways and means committee, I control all Student Government funds. Therefore, it is obvious that we need someone in this position who shows the organization and leadership qualities to control these funds. After all this money is managed, this is your money being put to work for you.

Craig J. Nesta
VP Licensing

I hope to have your support in my candidacy for Vice President of Licensing. I bring with me a wealth of experience that I have gained through various leadership positions that would prove beneficial in executing the responsibilities of VP Licensing. For the past three semesters, I have owned and operated a student business, served as Vice President of BACE, and have been a member of the Residence Life staff.

As Vice President of BACE, the Babson Association of College Entrepreneurs with an active membership of over 100, I have helped establish BACE as liaison between the business community and the Babson students. My responsibilities include the membership drive, promotion of BACE-sponsored events, and most recently compiling a student business profile for the Free Press to be distributed on parent weekends.

Being a Resident Assistant has further familiarized me with campus-wide residential and policy-making issues that concern the student body. I have acted as part of a team who is in constant contact with the student community. As a leader in the residence hall, I have made myself easily accessible for all student concerns, problems, and suggestions.

What distinguishes me most is my own real-world experience. I have owned my own business for one and a half years during which time I have served both the Babson and Wellesley business communities. As Vice President of Licensing, I would encourage anything with a remote interest in owning a student business to pursue their ambition. I see this as a student business owner has invaluable skills and can offer others the opportunity to share in what I have found to be a superior experience. In conclusion, I fully understand from firsthand experience the obstacles and challenges facing student business owners, and I will do my best to continue the entrepreneurial spirit Babson is known for.

President, Lisa Carbone.
I realize that it takes much time and effort to be a Vice President. However, I do have a very good understanding of student government and especially the Licensing Committee. I am a voting member of this committee and I understand just how much it takes to go about approving and renewing licenses.

Finally, I feel I have a very good relationship with the administration and am most important with you, the students. If elected, I would like to communicate to the student body in an understanding of the Licensing Committee. The communication exists, any questions or problems students easily by reaching me. Also, I could convey any concerns to the final decision-making board.

Craig J. Nesta
VP Licensing

What we have here is a failure to communicate. The conflict seems to be a fair summation of the current problem. I'm running for President of Babson College. Why this is? I feel that the fact that there is a lack of eagerness on the part of the officers as well as the student body and I feel that the potential for greater student community involvement is not being realized. I have been a member of SoCo and a

Kristen Cunningham
VP Communications

My name is Kristen Cunningham and I am running for the office of Vice President of Communications. This position is vital to use as a link between Student Government and the student body and I feel that the potential for greater student involvement is not being realized. I have been a member of SoCo and a
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Many people on this campus are unaware of what Student Government is all about and what they accomplish. If elected Vice President Communication, I will try to change that. Essentially, the V.P. Communications is the chair of the Publicity Committee, which, if elected, I will make more active next year. Every dorm has or will have a bulletin board which I will utilize more, in order to inform resident students about new activities and policies. I will have the Student Government Bulletin distributed in most current Student Government news, which is printed out and posted on these boards in 2 or 3 days after the meetings. I will see to it that the new Student Government bulletin board in Trim, which Bob Glawsky keeps up to date, I will also look into having important messages brought to the attention of students by way of the electronic message board in Trim.

I feel that the Vice President of Communications should also act as the liaison between Student Government and Residential Life. Staff members deal directly with students living on campus. If elected, I will keep Residential Life informed of print out and posted on these bulletin boards in 2 or 3 days after the meetings. I will see to it that the new Student Government bulletin board in Trim, which Bob Glawsky keeps up to date. I will also look into having important messages brought to the attention of students by way of the electronic message board in Trim.

I feel that the Vice President of Communications should also act as the liaison between Student Government and Residential Life. Staff members deal directly with students living on campus. If elected, I will keep Residential Life informed of important messages brought to the attention of students by way of the electronic message board in Trim.

Thank you.
Donna Urban
VP Communications

My name is David Zaslaw, a qualified contender for the student government office of Vice President, Communications. In my two years at Babson College, communications between students, administration, and the School Government has been less than adequate. My job will be to narrow the gap between these three groups and devote my time to determining how the student body stands on all issues. I aim to fight for the student body to press issues and provoke serious campus matters.

David Zaslaw
VP Communications

My name is Tom Faenza and I'm running for VP Social. On campus activities have been growing in the past year. They have changed and will continue to change requiring dedication, commitment, organization, and student participation. This past year's social organization was hampered by obstacles: an intermittent alcohol policy; disruption; and a reduction in funds due to no longer charging at alcoholic events. However, I am very excited about the coming year.

I feel that two years served on the Liass of 1991 Steering Committee has prepared and qualified me for the position ahead. I've helped create such events as De- cerebrate's semi-formal at the Crown Plaza, a big success. I have also acquired much experience in dealing with the administration. I'm a student advisor, a member of the Finance and Investment Club, a member of PMW's social committee, and I served on the Alcohol Task Force where I fought to keep legs in suits. In each of these organizations, I never hesitated to voice my opinions.

Tom Faenza
VP Social

The office of Vice-President Social requires a high level of commitment, skill, and organization. This officer works with other organizations to help improve social life at Babson. Recently, several events and entertainment have been sponsored. Last year's problems can be attributed to the new alcohol policy and the reorganization of the deep pool of local talent, this should not be the case. It is time to move ahead with new ideas.

Steve Levitt
VP Social

My background in the Boston music community will prove to be a valuable asset. Working as an assistant program director for a top-rated college radio station has given me a wealth of experience in working with both local musicians and management. Currently I have a similar position at a professional radio station. This background has not only broadened my musical tastes, but also it has helped me learn from and listen to other people.

Steven Levitt
VP Social

With the help of an effective Social Committee, my responsibility as VP Social would be to implement creative activities that will reflect the Babson social life. With a smaller budget, the key to success will be working closely with co-sponsors and involving companies as co-sponsors of events. I will also push for a smaller increase in activities this year.

Unfortunately, we are hindered by an anti-Greek administration. However, I believe in Greek involvement and want to establish a joint effort with them. The new executive will still offer endless opportunities.

Tom Faenza
VP Social
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A NEW IDENTITY

By Mark Schafer

Don't you think it's about time the Babson administration began separating the graduate program from the undergraduate program. The administration's theory is that "one happy family" creates a better chemistry for all the students. This concept sounds great, but it will never be a reality. As the graduate school pushes to enroll older, more experienced students, the differences between the grads and the undergrads will widen.

A simple first step would be to give the graduate school a separate identity by changing its name. This would not strain the resources already shared by both programs. I have heard that the school is waiting for a large donation from a distinguished alumni. Why is this necessary? Why take the Babson name away from the program? Babson is well respected in the Boston area. One suggestion would be to rename the graduate program the Babson School of Management.

Last year at this time I heard a few second-year students talking about the possibility of renaming the graduate program. It seemed like a trivial matter. Now that I am in the midst of a rigorous job search, I feel differently. Many of my friends have renamed the school on their resumes to make them more attractive. Should this be necessary? There is a feeling of credibility that goes with a separate identity. I know I speak for many other grads when I say that a name change would be a step in the right direction.

5:2 5:2

GRAD NERD PUCKSTERS BEAT U-GRADS

The graduate hockey team wins one for the Glen. By the end of the third period, five different grad players had tickled the twine five times while grad goalie, Rick Dietz, only allowed two goals slip by. Keep up the winning ways! Let's start hearing from some of the other intramural teams.

5:2 5:2

JUST A THOUGHT....

From Mark Schafer

The three people I would least like to be right now are Jimmy Rodgers, Mike Dukakis, and Salmon Rushdie.

I can see how John Tower might like to have a few extra "barley sandwiches", but a ladies man, come on!

The best thing to happen to the Celtics this season is Margo Adams and Roger Clemens mouth.

The best part of being an impoverished grad student is that I can't afford to buy a ticket on one of those new convertible airplanes.

Mark Langston would fit nicely in a Sox uniform.

When is the last time you grad nerds read a good novel?

I will miss Danny Ainge's hustle and determination, but not his tendency to take stupid three pointers.

Robert Parker's Spenser novels were more fun to read before "Spenser For Hire" hit the tube.

Wade Boggs' use of the third person in all his interviews never bothered me until I heard he watched Gendaldo.

Is there a better evening on the town than going to a good comedy show?

The only true holiday in Massachusetts is opening day at Fenway.

Want to arouse your childhood curiosity? Spend a Saturday at the Science Museum. It's a great getaway from the school doldrums.

Trade Rumor: Wade Boggs for Jimmy Swaggart.

Have you ever witnessed a tailspin like the one Mike Dukakis is experiencing?

Is the Ayatullah for real? Maybe he knows Jimmy Hoffa is.

Who does the Patriots' marketing? They bench Flute, announce Eason will start next season, try to sign Mark Wilson, and then raise ticket prices 40%. Where do I sign up?

Tom Landry got the shaft in Dallas. He deserved more respect. His successor is almost as big a jerk as Barry Switzer.

Patrick Ewing could be the next dominant NBA center. Let's hope his knees hold up.

That's all for now, folks!

ITEMS OF INTEREST

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

• SEMI-FORMAL
Cone drink and dance the night away this weekend. The semi-formal will be held at the Newton Marriott. All students, administrators and faculty are cordially invited.

• FORMAL
The Spring formal dance will be held on April 25th. At that time, the new GSA representatives will be announced.

• COFFEE & DONUTS
Every Tuesday from 9:15am to 10:00am a coffee hour will be sponsored in the lounge of Tomasso. The Management and Marketing Divisions will sponsor the coffee hours on March 7th and 21st, respectively.

INTERNATIONAL

• COUNTERTRADE LUNCH/LECTURE
Mr. Ken Elderkin of Polaron Corp will discuss international barter and other forms of countertrade on Friday, March 10, 1989 at 12:00. Come and learn more about this unique form of East-West/North-South trade that often does away with money in transactions. Sign up in the Office of International Programs.

• TRADE WITH CHINA
Part III of the ongoing series covering global business will feature Professor Robert Eng, who will speak on trading with China. The lecture will take place at Wellesley College during April. Stay tuned!!

NOTES

• GRAD OF THE WEEK
This week's recipient is Dexter Peavy who recently became the proud papa of an 8lb. baby boy. Leopold Peavy IV is apparently doing a good job keeping ma and pa Peavy up at night. Hang in there Dexter and congratulations!

• CAREER INFORMATION PROGRAMS
The following companies will hold information sessions at the Office of Career Services:
  - Facilities Resource Mgmt. March 6th
  - Merrill Lynch March 8th

• GSA ELECTIONS
GSA elections will be held during the third week in April. Anyone who is interested in student government is welcome to visit with the current GSA representatives.

• TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Which teacher do you feel best exemplifies teaching excellence? Write down your suggestion and reasons and submit them to Dave Gross, Box 154. Thank you.
Features

Try the French Table for Dinner
(Étiage La Table Français Pour Dîner)

by Diego Dornos
Contributing Writer

The worst thing that might happen is that you don't like it and the best thing might be that you really enjoy it and feel it was productive. It is really a challenge to get out of the routine of eating with friends and come sit at a table where you don't know many people. Marketing professionals say that one of the hardest things to do is changing people's routines and that is what I'm trying to do. The main reason is that, by sitting at La Table Francaise, you will profit from it. Not only because it is fun, but because it also provides the only opportunity to practice French for about an hour a week. For me, the time invested paid off over the Washington's Birthday holiday, when I went to Montreal and felt comfortable communicating with the French natives.

Many of you have taken several years of French and other languages. However, if you evaluate those years, you will notice that you may have said very few sentences in French without looking at a book. Yes, it is challenging to speak a language when one doesn't know much, but at La Table Francaise we make it easier because most of us are not fluent and we all help each other out. So next time, when you see our flags Monday nights at Trim, don't look at them from far away, come close and try it!

A New England Voyage Takes Off On Channel 5

The power and beauty of the New England coastline is juxtaposed with a dying fishing industry, uncontrolled development, and environmental threats in WCVB's "Coastland: A New England Voyage" airing Wednesday, March 8, at 10-11 PM, on New England's Channel 5. "Coastland: A New England Voyage" explores the past, present, and future of the coastline, from the quaint village of Stonington, CT, to the busy harbors of Newport and Boston, to the remote town of Lubec, ME, near the Canadian border.

The first segment takes a look at the fishing industry and a litany of complaints from fishermen: a diminishing supply of fish, high operating costs, competition from foreign countries, and a lack of governmental support.

Author, editor, and publisher John Cole, who was drawn to the coast of Maine by the fisherman's life, comments, "...the lobster is a resource that has allowed people in communities along the coast from one end of Maine to the other to maintain the integrity of their lives...you take the resource away...you take the life away."

The second segment looks at the onslaught of condominiums, malls, commercial strips, franchises, and chains. Overtaking waterfront property, these developments bring with them a slew of tourists and traffic jams.

The third segment takes a nostalgic trip to the summer colonies of the rich-to Campobello Island where FDR vacationed and to Newport, RI, where the elite spent their summers. These former bastions of wealth and power are also threatened by the passage of time from nature as well as commercial exploitation.

Finally, the last segment focuses on perhaps the most lethal threat to our coastline and the sea life: pollution from industries, hospitals, oil spills, and pollution from the tons of sewage and sludge still being dumped into our waters everyday.

BENTLEY
MIT
NORTHEASTERN

INVITES YOU TO ATTEND THE

SPRING SOIRÉE

Friday, 3rd March 1989
9.30pm - 1.30 am

TICKETS ON SALE, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, MAILROOM/TRIM

MARRIOTT LONG WHARF
296 STATE STREET
BOSTON

proper attire

BISO MEMBERS $5
BABSON IN-ADVANCE $8
OTHERS $10
University of Lowell

The Center for the Arts at the University of Lowell will present the Ohio Ballet on Friday, March 3rd at 8:00 PM. The performance will take place at Durgin Hall on the University's South Campus Center of Wilder and Pauweltz Streets. Tickets are priced at $15, $13, and $11, with special discounts for students and/or groups. To order tickets with Mastercard/Visa or to request a brochure, call the Center box office at (508) 459-0350.

Boston University

Eleven internationally acclaimed scientists will visit Boston University March 14-15 for a science symposium on "Origins: From Matter to Mind." The symposium is being held as part of BU's celebration of its 150th anniversary. Five sessions will be held over the next two days, exploring some of the most exciting and thought-provoking ideas to date about cosmic evolution.

Wellesley College

Monday, March 6

Members of the Wellesley College Peace Studies Program will discuss current episodes of the PBS series "The Nuclear Age." The event will take place at 8:00 pm, Pemberton Hall, room 105. For more info., call 323-0320, ext. 2199.

Tuesday, March 7

Darcy B. Kelley, Ph.D., Professor of Biological Sciences, Columbia University, will speak on "The Genesis of Male and Female Brains." The event will take place at 5:00 pm, Science Center. For more info., call 233-0320, ext. 3048.

The Wellesley College French Dept. is sponsoring "Swan in Love," a filmed version of the Proust novel directed by Voker Scholornords and starring Jeremy Irons. The film will be shown at 7:15 pm, Pemberton East, room 206. For more info., call 323-0320, ext. 2403.

Wednesday, March 8

Leo Marx, author, literary critic and William R. Kenan Jr., Professor of American Cultural History, MIT, will speak on "individualism and the Era of the American Renaissance." The event is sponsored by the Wellesley College Dept. of American Studies. It will take place at 4:30 pm, at the Clapp Library Lecture Room. For more info., call 323-0320, ext. 2556.

Thursday, March 9

There will be a jazz show at the Jewett Auditorium. The event is free. For more info., call 323-0320, ext. 2028.

Creative Fiction

In the Life of Little Andrea

by Marcello Vivado

Contributing Writer

Thunder and Lightning. The wind was blowing harder and harder creating gigantic waves. They played with the little boat moving it up and down. Those feeble planks were at the edge of collapsing; they were surviving at the edge of fate. In the silence of the storm a sharp noise could be heard coming out from a bulk covered with a piece of canvas. It was a little girl; it was little Andrea who, alone in the middle of the ocean was fighting against the whole universe in a deep continuous scream.

Now, the boat was lying safely on the beach. Little Andrea was sleeping, but the strange crystal luminescence between the sky and the ground woke her up. She was afraid. She saw the beach; she saw a green and yellow field behind it and a city far beyond the field. Carefully, she got out of the boat, and a cold sensation ran up her back to her head. Her naked little feet slipped, and she fell. She grabbed the edge of the boat, stood up, and carefully she started to walk. It was as if she had a thin coat of ice on the beach and all over. Everything looked like crystal.

Maintaining her equilibrium, she walked to the field. There, the grass was tall; she could get lost in it. There, she found beautiful sunflowers, all coated with ice. It was windy, but absolutely nothing moved; the grass was as hard as the back of a porcupine. On a sunflower she discovered a huge butterfly in blue, violet and orange; it was alive. They looked at each other. The eyes of both expressed sorrow, and Andrea wept warm tears because she was alone. She passed her warm hand over the frozen insect. There was a buzz. A sudden breeze blew, and she saw the butterfly soar away in freedom.

Little Andrea got to the deserted city. She walked through the empty streets. Suddenly a man with a knife grabbed her neck and pulled her to the wall. He put the knife to her neck; she could feel the pressure of the blade, but the man let the knife fall to the ground and he fell down himself and he yelled and cried. Andrea ran away. The first door she found was opened. A black dog was barking; and again she was afraid. But the dog was not barking at her. Little Andrea understood he wanted to leave. She opened the door and the black dog happily went out.

Tea, a delicious smell of fresh hot tea came to her nostrils. The house was key but there was this warm smell, a shadow in the darkness. Somebody was moving around and she heard the clinking of a cup and saucer, of a tea spoon being stirred. A tremulous voice called her, "Little Andrea....The voice of an old lady....don't you want a cup of tea....Little Andrea...so you won't freeze?" Andrea ran to her with all her questions, "Where am I?, Who are you? Why...When....Which???. Silence. "What is important is you have a cup of tea," the old lady replied, Andrea smiled. The tea warmed her up; then she left quietly. "Andrea," the old lady call her back but at the door Andrea turned around to look, and both smiled again; Andrea left.

"Little Andrea where are you?", "We are looking for you...where are you?" Little Andrea where are you?"

As she closed the door she saw a group of boys; they were her age. They went skating very fast down the street. The boys were calling her, were calling her name so she answered back but they did not notice. "Here, I am Andrea," she screamed but they kept running away and shouting her name.

She breathed deeply and walked; at the street corner she leaned against a light pole. The ice covering the pole disappeared. And the light went out. She did not notice the little miracle she had just made happen. In her loneliness she kept walking and suddenly she found her usual smile. She went to the park, all covered with ice. Little Andrea got to the pond in the middle of the park. The city was quiet; everything was reflecting the sun; everything was in a virginal state.

Little Andrea came to the edge of the pond. She passed her little hand over the cold ice and she saw her face; her little mouth came to be reflected by the ice, with a beautiful smile. At the other side of the pond the free butterfly was hopping from one flower to the next, and the ice of each flower came to melt. Like a fairy, the butterfly came to give freedom to every flower.

From the shining sun something came. In the heart of Little Andrea the music, the rhythmical drum of her life came to an end. A white antelope came from between the clouds, from the sun to the pond and picked up Little Andrea. With the antelope Little Andrea flew away.

In the pond, her smiling face kept floating on the water. Her smile still remained as in a eternal mirror. Everything kept the ice around the pond started melting slowly. An unforgettable warmth was brought to nature.
by Carlos Leute
Contributing Writer

I had been at this downtown subway station before. When? I don’t remember, but it was over ten years ago. Yet the details stuck with me. It was like the memory was still intact.

The floor was made of concrete, with several water puddles running off to the tracks. The yellow line was fading away beyond recognition. Cigarette filters and assorted candy wrappers were glued to the floor by hardened gum. In one corner was the trashcan overflowing with newspapers and fast food plastic garbage. Huddled in the corner was a homeless woman and child. Both were sleeping, shivering in their five layers of rags while the mother was holding a half-eaten apple, too precious for them to throw away. I also saw the kid’s toy, a motionless marionette, in the child’s dirty hand.

The walls and the ceiling were all made up of small tiles, arranged in a somewhat tasteful modern design as squares, circles, and triangles. Several large advertisements on the wall were lost in the myriad of leaflets left by musicians, fortune readers, and carpenters.

There were about twenty people there waiting for the train. Some were pacing around, others just stood there. All of them had stories, stories of the city from the river. A handshaped cloud of steam left the rails and floated onto the platform populated by the crowd waiting for the last train out.

3:30 Red Eye.

The people were swept by it and, with internal nervousness and respect, walked away from it, while maintaining an outward aura of interest. The train was due any minute now, so it would slice through the cold early morning air.

People moved away as the cloud approached me. But fear, I did not. It seemed so calm, serene. Yet an atmosphere of danger surrounded it. A finger-shaped part of the steam reached toward me, attempting contact. Almost shy, it retracted at the first touch of my outstretched hand. It had life. I could sense it. It wanted me.

The finger of steam came out again, and I grabbed it with my whole hand. It felt cold. I could sense its mastery. It was alone.

Slowly the rest of the steam hand opened up and the fingers seemed to curl about me. Yet, I did not fear. It was only steam. It engulfed and seemed to protect me. I could hear nothing from the outside.

I then began to rise. Just a little bit though (it estimated about five inches off the ground). With a smooth motion, we floated to someplace else. Something told me that we were going to its lair. But, that meant the tracks!

I struggled to free myself. But the once shy and retracted cloud, closed in on me, and I couldn’t move a limb. I tried to shout, but nothing exited my frozen mouth. With a doubled heartbeat, I tried to peer through the steam to the other people at the station. I couldn’t see their bodies, only their stiffened and terror-stricken faces. Help me!

But no one moved. Only the marionette fell out of the kid’s hand. My heart was going crazy and I suddenly realized that the only sound I could hear were waterdrops, dripping far away in the subway tunnel. I wondered where the hell I was. Some kind of dream?

From behind the crowd I finally saw three lights that approached me. Thank God! Somebody had called the police. I relaxed and enjoyed the waterdrops, calmly dripping somewhere into a shallow pool...

The lights came closer and I felt good, glad that this conscious nightmare was about to be over. I then realized how cold the tracks were that pressed against my sweaty-drenched shirt. I closed my eyes and waited for my release. The comfort of the blackness warmed me within this hand.

It was so cold.

At precisely 3:32 am, the AK103 entered the station. Slowing down, the driver was relieved that his duties would soon be over, and that he could go back to the safety of his home and the comfort of his fat wife.

Coming to a halt in the busy station, he hit a bump on the rails. "Must tell the engineer," he thought as he looked at the horror-filled faces of the platform people.

---

** TAKE A $6000 BITE OUT OF YOUR TUITION **

This year, with the new UPS tuition reimbursement program, you can take a big chunk out of your college costs with a part-time job of only eight hours per week. UPS part-time employees earn an average of $5.50 per hour, plus benefits. What’s more, UPS offers a tuition reimbursement program that pays up to 50% of your tuition costs for a full-time student, or up to 100% for a part-time student. With a part-time job of only eight hours per week, you can earn enough to pay for your entire college tuition, plus benefits. UPS offers competitive wages, excellent benefits, and the opportunity to gain valuable work experience.

For more information, call 1-800-786-8687.

---

** ROGER'S **

THU Mar 2  DJ - Dave Ferris 9 to 12
FRI Mar 3  CLASS OF 1990 Pub Nite
SAT Mar 4  DJ - The Crusadeans 5 to 12
MON Mar 6  9 to 11 Pizza Special
TUE Mar 7  Chile Nacho Special
WED Mar 8  Kappa Kappa Gamma Nite
THU Mar 9  DJ - Billy Fresh 9 to 12
FRI Mar 10  Closed for Spring Break

*** COMING SOON ***

Dos equis
Coors Extra Gold
Rolling Rock

---

** UPS United Parcel Service **

United Parcel Service is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
**Music Reviews**

**The Traveling Wilbury: Volume One**

by S.M. Leavitt
Contributing Writer

"Volume One" is the tremendous debut album by the Traveling Wilburys. When I first heard the rumour of a joint project by Bob Dylan, George Harrison, Jeff Lynne, Roy Orbison, and Tom Petty, it seemed to be a guaranteed embarrassment by a few artists who couldn't afford another one. Instead, this is one of the most tightly focused albums by any group, never mind that they are a "supergroup". Each Wilbury seemed to rejoice in knowing that they need only contribute a few tracks each. The Wilburys supposedly all had the same father, but different mothers. If Charlie T. Wilbury Sr. listens sometime, he'll be proud of his boys.

The album seems best suited to Bob Dylan, who has always preferred loose, informal sessions. On his recent tour, he sounded extraordinary, singing with the phrasing and wit that most of his recent work has lacked. His voice sounds loose and expressive on "Volume One," not like the whining that has made his recent work unbearably. "Dirty World" is his most raunchy tune since "VD Blues." "Congratulations" has Dylan's most bitter lyric since "She's Your Lover Now." "Tweeter and the Monkey Man," a brilliant parody of Bruce Springsteen, contains several references to Bruce's songs and Jersey imagery. Dylan, in his familiar bitchy mood, asserts who's really the Boss.

"Volume One" also secures the comeback of George Harrison. He sounds thrilled and comfortable working with this rather unorthodox band, five lead-singing rhythm guitarist. "Handle With Care" is a fluffy mid-tempo rocker with Orbison on the bridge, "I'm so tired of being lonely, I still have some love to give." Who else but Orbison could sing those lines? Harrison's "Heading for the Light" is reminiscent of his spiritual mid-'70s work (only less tiresome to most heathen ears) with Beatleque harmonies.

From all reports, Orbison drove the Wilburys to elation when he got the chance to sing. Petty couldn't believe that Roy Orbison was in the band. On "Not Alone Anymore," Orbison sounds the same as he did 30 years ago. Listening to this song makes one eager to hear his new solo album. His unfortunate death has robbed us of one of the greatest, returning to stardom. The world is a darker place without Orbison's ethereal vocals.

Perry and Lynne play supporting roles, but are not upstaged. Petty's "Last Night" is a Tex-Mex rocker in the tradition of Sir Douglas Quintet (listen to "She's About a Mover"). Lynne's "Rattled" is along the lines of Dave Edmunds. Lynne's production also dominates the album.

The crowning jewel is "End of the Line," in which all Willburys, save Dylan, take a turn at lead vocals. This updated "Blaze of Glory" signals the retreat of the Traveling Wilburys. They reappeared to show that they still can produce music that is superior to much of the contemporary music. This hopeful sound has them "going to the end of the line." That's OK, as long as they get there, they promise to return with "Volume Two."

---

**FILENE'S BASEMENT**

**ON MARCH 11th BABSON**

**TAKES OFF**

7 NIGHTS HOTEL/AIR/TRANSFERS

NO HIDDEN COSTS!

FROM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BEST HOTELS

Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene's basement.

**JAMAICA**

MONTEGO BAY or NEGRIL from $449.12

Sat. night dep.

**B. HAMAS**

At Deluxe Beachfront Nassau Beach from $519.10

Fri. night dep.

**PUERLO LA CRUZ**

Suites at Beachfront Doral Beach Hotel from $569.17

Sunday dep.

**CANCUN**

Beachfront 1st Class Hotel from $569.17

Sat. night dep.

All prices are per person. Good for departure weeks to May 17. Additional fees, hotel taxes and departure taxes are additional. Certificate conditions apply and a single person must sign. Toll-free number 1-800-816-2077. All offers expire at the end of the month shown or until sold out. For information or to book call 617 267-8100.

---

**CAPITALIZE ON YOUR CAMPUS EXPERIENCE**

**DEMONSTRATE YOUR LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT ABILITIES**

**ASSUME IMMEDIATE RESPONSIBILITY**

**EXPLORE CAMPUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES**

The Facilities Resource Management Co. is a rapidly expanding facilities management group dedicated to addressing the vital facilities issues which face colleges, universities, hospitals and school systems.

- STRATEGIC AND FINANCIAL PLANNING
- MANAGEMENT OF CAMPUS FACILITIES
- TECHNICAL SERVICES/PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Whether you are majoring in liberal arts, science, or engineering, opportunities exist with our firm for motivated and ambitious candidates who have demonstrated leadership ability. Our rapid expansion, combined with the diversity of professional backgrounds and wide range of facilities management services we offer, requires a team approach to solving our clients' problems.

As a result, we offer a unique program of training combined with immediate responsibility as a member of the FRM team.

---

**EXPLORE THE CHALLENGE, OPPORTUNITY, AND CAREER ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE**

Please come and meet FRM Principals as well as members of the college class of '88 who are new with the firm for a presentation, informal discussion, and refreshments.

**DATE/TIME:**

MARCH 6 4:30 PM

**LOCATION:**

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES

CONFERENCE ROOM

Metigoshek Park • P.O. Box 1515, Madison, Connecticut 06443 • (203) 245-9600

Office In: New York, Washington DC, Boston/Providence, Rochester NY, Sarasota FL.
SPORTS

Beavers End Season On Losing Note

by Ian Baxter
Staff Sportswriter

The men’s basketball team said so long to both senior captains Peter Best and Peavey Gymnastu- mum this week as the Beavers concluded the 88- 89 season with a home loss at the hands of Amherst College, 70-67. This defeat was Babson’s third setback in their last four games and ended their season record at 12-12. This was Best’s last game donning the green and white, and he concluded a four-year career at Babson with a game high 19 points and 10 rebounds against Amherst. This game also saw the last Varsity game to be played at Peavey Gymnasmum, as construction for the new athletic facilities has closed down Peavey as of March 1. It’s a shame that we couldn’t have wished farewell to both Peter and Peavey on a winning note, but regardless we say thanks for the memories.

When I last left off with the Beavers, they were 11-9 and still sporting a slim hope for an ECAC tournament bid. Well, those dreams were quickly dispelled by National Regional A, which came into Peavey Gymnasmum with only a 6-14 record but left with the W. 79-75. In the first half, Nichols jumped out to the early lead and went into the locker room with a six point advantage, 45-39. Best led the Beavers in the half with ten points while freshman Jim Pierrakos chimed in nine. In the second half, Babo grabbed the lead and desperately tried to hold on to it for the rest of the way. Two Paul Bergeron free throws gave the Beavers a three point lead with 2:35 to play, but Nichols scored the last seven points of the game to deny Babo the victory and any shot at a post-season bid. Best was the leading scorer for the Beavers, pouring in 19, while Pierrakos added 16 points and 10 rebounds. Also playing well were Bergeron, who had 12 points and ten assists, and sophomore Marc Hellenhoff, who dropped in 9 points and ripped down 7 boards.

The Beavers then traveled down Route 9 to lock horns with the Rams of Framingham St., Bab- son, who has been very successful on the road this season, came out with an intense defense and held the Rams to only 33 points at halftime. The only problem was that the Beaver offense as a whole wasn’t on track either, and they concluded with only 35 points themselves. One Beaver who got back his scoring touch was junior guard Woody Hines, who had only scored 1 point in Nichols’ game. Against Framingham St., Hines had 11 points at the half, including three 3-pointers. Freshman swingman Todd Magi also canned two treys in the half, while guard Derek Malone came off the bench to score 8 points. The second half saw the lead stay back and forth as both teams hit clutch shots down the stretch, but it would be Paul Bergeron who would again saire under pressure. The 5-7 point guard hit both ends of a one-and-one foul shot situation with 14 seconds left to play, and the Beavers prevailed 76-74. Leading Babson in scoring was Hines, who finished off the game with 24 points including six 3-pointers. Peter Best was the only other Beaver in double figures with 12 points while also grabbing 9 rebounds. Also helping Babson’s cause again skied strongly and placed 40th.

Where’s Babson? At Lake Tahoe California next week. As surprising as it sounds, the Babson Men’s Ski Team qualified for the NCAA National Championships at Lake Tahoe. They are able to make the trip because of some remarkable, consist- tent skiing.

At regionals, six men represented Babson: Matt Kovar, Andy Ko- stick, Paul Belucci, Steve Orne, Sven Zehnder, and Konstantine Glass- macher. Although five men raced, the top three scores are added together to get the team result.

Babo placed 3rd overall in the competition, Boston College placed 1st and Plymouth State was 2nd. Babson surprised everyone at Was- terlee Valley because not too many teams anticipated them being too much of a threat.

And today in the Giant Slalom, Babson shocked everyone by placing third behind B.C. and Plymouth State. Matt Kovar finished 11th with two great runs. Andy Ko- stick took 19th even without a GS suit. Paul Belucci skied awesome and came in 25th. Steve Orne and Sven Zehnder finished strongly to round out the Babson team. On Sunday in the Slalom, the Babson fell confident they had a good chance at Nationals. Af- ter the first run Babo was in 5th place behind Ply- mouth State, B.C., Clark- son, and Hobart. Even with a fifth place finish Babo was still on line for Tahoe. With some strong second runs, they pulled into fourth place behind Plymouth St., B.C., and Hobart. Again, Matt Ko- var was strong with a 6th place finish. Belucci and Kostick were strong and solid with 21st and 24th place finishes. Steve Orne
**Athletes of the Week**

**Basketball**

**Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Team 1</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Team 2</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 22</td>
<td>Coleman 74-Staff 50</td>
<td>Mark Balcom</td>
<td>Paul Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Pete's M.V.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publishers 40-Grads 29</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sedge Saunders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peetz 45-Forest 63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bryant I 59-Staff 42</td>
<td>James Stock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cent. II 72-Coleman II 29</td>
<td>Bill &quot;Putsch&quot; Jones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North 59-Forest 61</td>
<td>Mark Zides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McCullough 57-Grads 70</td>
<td>Steve Reid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Hall 56-Bryant II 45</td>
<td>Jamie Hamilton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cent. I 39-Coleman 40</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final Standings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>6-0</th>
<th>Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peetz 5-1</td>
<td>Coleman</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cent. II 5-1</td>
<td>Coleman</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant 4-2</td>
<td>Bryant</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCullough 4-2</td>
<td>Bryant</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North 2-4</td>
<td>Grads</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman II 1-5</td>
<td>Pub.</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant II 0-6</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Championship**

| Team       | Coleman I 68-Peetz 45 | M.V.P. | Mark Balcom |

**Icemen Upset By UMass- Boston**

**Ron Beran lets one fly in loss Saturday.**

The Babson Beaver Hockey Team ended their season last Saturday, falling victim to the Beacons of UMass-Boston, 6-2. The Babson Recreation Center was filled to capacity to see this E.C.A.C. match-up, but the Beavers could only manage two goals in each of the three periods, as the Beavers were defeated in defeat. The UMass club scored early and often as they registered two goals in each of the three periods, building a 4-1 lead late in the second, the Beavers stepping into their own coffin. The key to the game was the physical play shown on both sides, as the Beavers played a style of hockey they are not accustomed to. UMass came out hitting, and the Beavers failed to use their speed advantage to their advantage. Ron Beran saw both goaltenders back in their own crease, and penalties all over the place. The Beavers got on the board in the first period on a goal from Gregg Malatesta, closing the first intermission score to 2-1, but the Beavers took advantage of a lot of mistakes from the Beavers, and capitalized. On the other hand, Babson had many opportunities, and were stymied by Mike Boudreau, the UMass goaltender. Babson was also left to deal with their leading scorer Ron Beran's ankle two goal foot injury suffered two days before game day, whoplayed incredibly well despite his loss than 100% healthy. Tim Berchman scored a power play goal in the third to wrap up the scoring for the Beavers, but it was too late as the Beavers had things well in control. Babson finishes the season with a 18-8 record, impressive to say the least, but a sour ending tarnishes the feeling after the UMass loss. The Beavers played stellar hockey all season long and should be congratulated on a superb regular season campaign. They will be back.
The Sports Huddle

by Mike "Nails" LaCourt, "Pistol" Pete Dunlap, and Mike Denney
Staff Sportswriters

It's time to welcome back The Real Boston Bruins. The Big Bad Bruins who for the months of December and January decided to pick flowers and write poetry rather than play hockey, are finally putting the fear of God back into the opposing cities they enter.

Whether it's a crushing No. 1 bodycheck or a drunk Lyndon Byers cursing the streets, the black and gold are horrifying cities across North America. In play-off style hockey, where a good bodycheck gets the crowd as wild as a Stephen Starrin strip show, the Boston Garden will be rocking the way it did last spring. When the likes of Bruce "Someone throw me a short slapper through the Peas" Shoebottom and the return of 63" Gord Khuzak, the Garden will be rocking a lot bigger. Whether it was a Harry Sinden temper tantrum, or a knee on the back all over the locker room or a Taz O'Reilly dope slap on the head of Derek Jim "can of Korn", the real Bruins are back just in time to claim the Cup. And no city is safe, from being pillaged when they are around. The moment of silence is only fair as we remember hard-fated Lyndon Byers, who has no birthday this year on account of his leap year February 29th birthdate. Poor L.B.!!!

Still more of the week goes to Mitch "I wanna get my butt kicked" Green, who publicly had his biceps announce that Mike Tyson was a Ho-Mo. Mitch ran but Tyson ran outside of a bar last year is still asking: can anyone believe the Green thought he could whip "Iron Mike" before, was sadly awakened when Mike gave him a right to the face and Mitch was out. It turns out that Green has physically recovered, however mentally speaking, we don't know. Lets face it, this guy is almost as mentally deficient as Baboon Jeffrey Thompson, well maybe Mitch isn't that stupid or (ugly), alright, he's just as silly as a gerbil. What color is the sky in this guy's world? Is there any chance he's seen many changes if he comes across Tyson again. This guy is getting cheap publicity and public humiliation by confronting the media with his ridiculous behavior. He appeared on a news clip with his shirt off in front of his girlfriend and repeatedly claimed that he killed and defaced the indisputable Heavyweight Champ. He began by referring to Tyson as "Sissy Michele Tyson", and to make it even worse, he then began to continuously flex his barely noticeable biceps to the tune of Homo, again referring to the champ. Sorry Mitch, we think it back-fired, instead of making a fool of Tyson you simply made a jackass out of yourself, now do us a favor next time you taking the same drugs you were taking that day, stay out of our living rooms when we want to see some good athletes on T.V.I. HOMO!!!

A tip of the cap this week has got to go to Oklahoma Sooner quarterback Charles Thompson. Thompson, who graced the cover of last weeks Sports Illustrated, was pictured handcuffed while being escorted into a police cruiser. Charles, you see, was arrested after selling 17 grams of cocaine to an undercover agent, and was also charged with a criminal, but also a hypocrite due to the fact that last week he was arrested, Thompson had taught children at a nearby grammar school about the evils of drug use, you make us puke. Who knows, the type of person Charles is, may be he made a few deals to some of the students. Having him lecturing about the evils of drugs is "The Pidge" lecturing on the evils of overeating. Maybe Thompson can hook up with fellow druggie (Sports Huddle, 2/24) Chuck Municie as cell mates.

Thompson is not the only Sooner in trouble at Oklahoma, however. Three of his teammates, Nigel Clay, Bernard Hall, and Glen "Taco" Bell, have been arrested for allegedly raping a woman in a dormitory. And another, Jerry Parks, who was Thompsons roommate (a match made in heaven), was arrested after shooting Oklahoma teammate and high school buddy (I want this guy as my friend) Zarak Peters, no relation to Scott, in the chest. Apparently Parks claims that Peters borrowed a cassette and didn't return it, thus he got into a scrap with Peters, who outweighs him by some 60 odd pounds, and lost. Thus he left and returned with a gun and shot him. After shooting Peters he then pointed the gun at Thompson, then pointed it at his own head and pulled the trigger but the gun misfired, what a pity he missed. These guys sound like the type of kids you would like your daughter to go out with. Why doesn't Oklahoma just put all of its football players in big cages and charge spectators admittance, because the players at O.U. act like animals and belong in a zoo!!! However the animals at a zoo are probably not as dangerous as these guys and are probably more intelligent than these athletes too!!

Before we bid adieu to our readers this week, it has come to our attention that there has been a letter written to the Sports Editor, Dave Zaslav, this week which belittles the Huddle as well as some of it's writers in particular. The Sports Huddle attempts to give you some knowledge about on goings in the sports world and some of its personalities, sometimes in a comical way. We in the huddle have poked harmless fun at some of todays athletes while condemning todays athletes who abuse drugs and acts of animal crimes. Maybe JEFFREY "SKINNIN ROB" ROBINSON feels we should puke such athletes, which we refuse to do, or simply he just doesn't have a sense of humor. Whatever the case this criticism, coming from a cowardly, spineless person who does not even put his full name

Letter to the Sports Editor: Huddle is Trash!

Robinson Speaks

Before I begin, I would just like to thank David Zaslav, the sports editor, for bringing Babson College a respectable and interesting sports section. I have seen great improvement in the length of the sports pages as well as the quality of the articles. That is with the exception of one particular article. To make this article is nothing more than a chance for a few kids to plug their favorite athletes and dump on those they do not like. The Sports Huddle should be about the major sports issues. I mean, who cares about Nails dancing the high steps or breaking speed that can't hit a lefty if his life depends on it. People only know what they see and we all know how folks, Lenny would be happy if he could hit his weight, which is about 110 pounds.

In the first Sports Huddle article, it was stated that any gripe should be sent to Pistol Pete Dunlap. Well Pistol, your are awful. With the exception of Mike Denney, Michael "Nails" Lacourt and the Pistol are nothing but biased, free-lance fools attempting to write an article. Thank God, Mike Denney is a member of this staff. He is the only one of the three that is keeping this article from being absurd. Keep up the good work Mike, at least for the sake of "Nails" and "Pistol".

Like I said before Mr. Sports Editor, you're only doing a job. I just hope that the frolics of Michael "Nails" Lacourt and "Pistol" Pete Dunlap don't bring you and your section down. From what I have seen and heard, you and the Babson community are the only things keeping the Babson College from being a University.

Sincerely,
Kirk S. Robinson

The Way It Should Be

We would like to thank the Babson community for their support and efforts in the past. We look forward to the future. We have not seen a crowd like that in a very long time. It was great to look around the rink and see excited Babson fans. We are sorry that the team did not fare better in the game. The fan support was outstanding, and we look forward to a bright future. All the chants and cheering were appreciated by the team. We hope that this kind of school spirit will continue on into the spring seasons.

Sincerely,
Kirk S. Robinson

A special thanks to those from Coleman Hall as well as our other friends who supported and reported that team throughout our season. Thank you. See you next year!

The Babson Hockey Team
Huddle Cont.

from prev. pg.

in as the writer of his note, will not effect the Huddle.

In recent weeks we have received some compliments from quite a few readers of the column, thus we will not let the comments from a yellow belly like Jeff bother us. We have worked hard on our column, and if he doesn't like it he does not have to read it. Better yet if you can get up the testa, why don't you write your own column, however no pseudonyms please. We believe the public should have the right to know who is writing what. It comes to our attention that in the column that in Mr. Robinson's letter only two of the three writers were attacked. Maybe this is a dastardly way of attempting to break up the Huddle, however in this column the writers are not only colleagues, but more importantly, a family. Better luck next time, Jeff. Until next time when we all, with the exception of Mr. Robinson, meet in the Sports Huddle.

Tim Bertchman breaks against UMass-Boston.

FREE COURSE

BERTUCCI'S BRICK OVEN PIZZERIA

Let us teach you how wonderful an authentic, wood burning brick oven pizza can taste.

Write your name and phone number on the back of this ad and bring it to Bertucci's. We'll give you $5.00 off any Large Specialty Pizza. (Limit one ad per pizza. * Expires 8/31/89)

Wellesley  *  Rt. 16  *  239-0990  

SUMMER JOBS
$8.40/HOUR OR COMMISSION.
ADVERTISING SALES
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE WILL TRAIN
WORK FULL-TIME
CAR RECOMMENDED
CALL STEVE GORMAN
AT (508) 234-9500
FOR DETAILS AND APPLICATION
METRO MARKETING GROUP

SEASY MONEY
I WILL PAY $25 FOR YOUR PHONE BOOK
CALL LEE RAMSEY, COLLECT AT: (617) 577-7237

$60.00 Per Hundred remailing letters from home! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box 300-T, Colonia, N.J., 07067

MYCO COMPUTERS

The one stop connection for all your computer needs is GROWING again.

We carry a full line of products:

IBM compatible computers

Laptops

Printers

Dot Matrix

Laser

Citizen

NEC

Panasonic

Toshiba

AST

Canon

NEC

Panasonic

Toshiba

IBM compatible and Macintosh

FAX MACHINES

RENTALS

(617) 698-0214
Pappo Scores Last Point at Peavey

was junior forward John Lentine, who played a tough game inside, scoring 7 points and ripping down a game-high 11 rebounds.

Babson faced its toughest opponent of the season last Saturday when they hosted the White Mules from Colby College. Colby showcased their two-time All-American Matt Hancock, who, although only a junior, needed seventeen points to eclipse the two thousand point barrier for his career. With a SRO crowd watching the game, the heavy underdog Beavers hung tough with Colby, and the two teams entered halftime tied at 42 apiece. Todd Magura starrred off the bench as he poured in ten points, including two 3-pointers, while Best, Pierrakos and Bergeron each added seven points. More notably, the Babson defense held Hancock to only nine points in the half. As the second half began, Colby showed why it is one of the best teams in New England as they broke out to a quick six-point lead. During this time, Hancock natched his two thousandth career point and was given a standing ovation by the capacity crowd. However, the scrappy Beavers scratched and clawed their way back, but with only 14 seconds left, Colby was up by three and had a chance to ice the game at the foul line. When Colby missed the free throw, Babo had one last chance to tie it. Bergeron fiddled and diddled with it as time ticked down, and with one second showing on the clock he let one fly from three point land. As the buzzer sounded, Bergeron’s last attempt went in and out, robbing the Beavers of a chance to send the game into overtime. Jim Pierrakos played a fine game, recording team highs for the game in scoring with 17 and in rebounding with 11. Other players in double figures for Babson were Magura with 19 and both Best and Bergeron with 13 each. Special acclaims go out to Marc Holtenhoff and Magura, who had the unenviable task of guarding Hancock. The duo held Colby’s All-American to 23 points, 7 below his seasons average, on 9 for 25 shooting, including 0 for 6 from 3-point land.

It seems that the only reason that Babson showed up for the Amherst game was for the bon voyage party for Best and Peavey Gymnastum. They surely didn’t come to play ball, and against this powerhouse Amherst squad they were no match. Amherst scored early, often and at will, while Babson could not get going. Amherst cruised into the half-time locker room with a 45-30 lead, a margin which at one time had been 20 points. Woody Hines led the team with eight points in the half. The second half brought a more relaxed style of defense and consequently more scoring, as both teams played a phantom defense. Best scored 15 points in this half, but it was not enough as Amherst came up with the victory. Best led Babson with 19 points and 10 rebounds in his final collegiate game, while Pierrakos, Derek Malone, Hines and Magura all scored in double figures.

Well, its been an up and down type of season, but to read more about that, check out next week’s article, “The Season in Review”.

Beaver Bits: Now the question that everyone’s been asking. Who hit the last Varsity basket in good ol’ Peavey? Who else, then my boy Carl “The Truth” Pappo. By the way Carl, you are one of only a few who have been mentioned every week. What an honor!!!...I picked up a new nickname at the Amherst game, Ian “Clark Kent” Baxter. For all those who attended the JV game, you understand...Believe it or not, after 21 games played without one, Todd Magura finally picked up his first and only steal of the year. Todd was obviously brought up right....Mark Regan finally broke into the scoring column this year with two free throws against Amherst. Only 995 to go. Mark....Hey Frankie, how many packs is it now?....A final congratulations to Peter Best for his four years here at Babo. You’ve represented the team well and you’ll be missed. Till next time....
Swimming Roundup

by Cheri Cohen
Contributing Writer

The Women's Swim Team was HOT this past weekend at the New England Championships. This was in part due to Kimmy, turning the heat to 90 degrees. Also contributing to this heat flash was Cheri's temper tantrum after finding her "koosh" to be missing several times. Imagine that; it just disappeared. Other items MIA were the signs above the thermostat, M&M's, the Rocking Chair and the Bedding. Thanks to the sense of humor of Dick & Joanna Louden (Ed & Julie) who bent the rules, all was recovered.

Our hopes were high before the competition began. Unfortunately, upon our arrival, random drug testing was administered. But thanks to Cheri, we all passed with FLYING colors.

After all of this NONSENSE, it was time to get serious and begin the competition. Cheri got the team off to a FLYING start. Kara's ability flowed FREELY in the water. Nancy couldn't bear to pull herself away from the water after her breast events. A major plus for the team was Swimming Ninja Autumn, who "just loves to swim." Tricia had the ticket for the distance free. Julie was "absurd" of the shenanigans and vowed to be the key link to the team's swim plan to send Kimmy over the edge and into the pool. Kim was springing fantastically on the boards the entire weekend. Tricia refused to put up with any garbage; as she proceeded to TRASH her competitors.

Thanks to Rick, our tolerant leader, Al did it. Tricia got the blame. Cheri got yelled at which her little feelings, and Kimmy got arrested. And as the weekend came to a close so did yet another season of swimming. Even though we're graduating four seniors we look forward to coming back strong next year. We had a few headaches and a few celebrations, but both contributed to a year that won't soon be forgotten. Thanks Cheri, Autumn, Nancy and Kara for everything...good luck...and remember all the times (especially the fast ones) together.

Lady Beavers Fall In NEW 8 Tourney

Next Week: Winter Wrap-Ups for all Teams

by Tim Daly
Staff Sportswriter

The Lady Beavers rapped up their '88-'89 season with a tough 60-60 loss to Brandeis in the New 8 tournament last Friday.

Brandeis, the returning champ, faced their toughest opponent in Babson. Playing a good defensive game the Lady Beavers kept it close until the very end. Junior Joanne Choate led the team with 18 points and 9 rebounds. Senior Heather Rasch, playing in her last Babson game, added another 15 points and 5 rebounds. Also playing a strong game was Freshman Lisa Flanagan who had 8 points and 6 rebounds. The next time the Lady Beavers play it will be in the new athletic facility.

Important Athletic Notes: Peavey Gym is CLOSED!! Reopening in July...The Athletic Staff is now located in Hollister basement. The equipment room and the trainers room is presently located at the Babson Recreation Center.

Anyone interested in writing for the FREEP (best sports section in New England) call ext. 4859

Did you know.....

The Dallas Cowboys were sold recently and coach Tom Landry was fired?

Will Clark be the best baseball player in the Big Leagues?

The Bruins have the Stanley Cup all wrapped up?

Larry Bird will be back for the homestand early this month?

Spring sports at Babo have already begun?

North dorm is the floor hockey Semi-finals without a win?

What do you think about the SPORTS HUDDLE?

ADDRESS COMMENTS TO BOX 2529
VOTE

The Free Press encourages you to vote for Student Government in Hollister Building, on Tuesday and Wednesday!

VOTE